We introduce manifestly covariant Schrödinger equations. This has the advantage that the energies of particles are always positive. Charges of particles and antiparticles have opposite signs. The physical vacuum equals the formal one. -All that occurs because manifestly covariant Schrö-dinger equations yield pairs of operators which differ only in some signs of eigenvalues: (i) The number of particles and the charge, (ii) the space-time wave vector and the space time momenta, (iii) the kinematical and the dynamical angular momenta.
The question arises now, how manifestly relativistic invariant Schrödinger equations may be written in field theories. Up to now we only know such equations in the Heisenberg picture. If we start with classical canonical conjugate fields, say irp(x), ip (x), corresponding pM and x>*, we miss a parameter r. For that reason no immediate analogy is possible.
Since, as could be seen up to (1.5), r drops out in the quantization procedure, we may extend classical theories by starting with r-dependent canonical conjugate field functions ixpa(x, r) , \pa{x,r) .
Without any further assumption, we obtain as classical Poisson brackets:
[•^a{x,r),y)ß(x,r)]=idaßd{x-x / ), (1.6)
I(x, t), rpß (x, T) ] = [rpa (x, r), xpß (x, r) ] = 0
with the 4-dimensional ^-function. Denoting the canonical function
iK{xp,ip) ,
where ^ is a given functional of the fields, we obtain
xp(x, T) = + SK/öxp(x, r),xp(x,r) = -dK/dip{x,r)
as canonical equations. The usual wave equations occur again if we look for T-independent solutions only. So we have a legitimate extension of the classical theory.
Canonical quantization in the Schrödinger picture requires r-independent operators ip{x), ip{x) satisfying, in the fermion case, commutation relations with plus-brackets corresponding to (1.6). They read, using h = 1:
Wa(x),V>a(x')}={ipa(x),yß(x)} = 0.
(1.7)
With the arguments leading to (1.5) the Schrö-dinger operators K(xp,xp) yield the covariant and adjoint Schrödinger equations
where j 0) and (0\ are KET-and BRA-vectors still to be defined. In particular we consider the Schrödinger operator for Dirac fermions,
because it leads to some unexpected results. We use the notation
in which no derivates of operators occur. The integral is understood only as a linear combination of the operator products Tp^(x)xpß{x"). In particular, no recipe is given to compute operator integrals and no one is necessary.
The solutions of the adjoint Schrödinger equations in (1.7) are well-defined if we start with the adjoint representations of the vacuum, namely the KET vacuum |0), and the BRA vacuum (0|, which by definition satisfy the conditions VA X ) | 0) = 0, (0 | ya(x) = 0 , (0 | 0) = 1.
(1.11)
Obviously, both vacua are solutions of (1.7):
(1.12)
The 1-particle-vectors
Since the KET-vectors y^ix) 0) are linearly independent and also the BRA-vectors (0|^a(x), we obtain the adjoint wave equations of Dirac:
in which 3M and 3,< denote the right-hand-and the left-hand-side derivatives 3/3x^. The adjoint vectors span two different vector spaces even if we consider one-particle states only, namely the KET-, and the BRA-space. The vector in both spaces are contragredient as in affine geometry. The scalar product,
namely, is well defined by the commutation relations and the vacuum conditions, including (0 0) = 1, and invariant under contragredient linear transformations. This refers here of course only to the transformations of the one-particle states. The wave functions <p(x) and cp (x) are independent solutions of the adjoint wave equations. Within the framework of affine geometry there is no connection between them. However, such a relation must be found in physics. Since the vectors in each space are related to the same set of one-particle states, there must exist adjoint pairs of wave functions y(x) and cp(x) belonging to the same state.
These pairs are well-known and uniquely determined up to a c-number factor. Starting with the first equation in (1.14) the hermitean conjugate equation reads
If the signature of the metric equals h + + , the following representation of the y-matrices is possible: where £ may be an arbitrary c-number constant.
Since cp (x) contains again such a constant, £ may be restricted to + 1 without loss of generality.
Till now there has been no doubt that £ must equal + 1. That is a consequence of Schrödinger equations like
which are not yet written manifestly covariant. Since solutions with arbitrary initial conditions are possible, the norm ( ( P ( P) must be positive for all vectors. Hence, the metric form must be positive definite.
According to (1.8) manifest covariant Schrödin-ger equations yield vectors of a certain subspace. Only the norms of subspace vectors must be positive for physical reasons. Hence, the metric form may be indefinite. If no vector j 0) 4=0 in the subspace has zero norm, a sign factor is sufficient to make all occuring norms positive. That may be the factor £ introduced above.
According to (1.13,18) we obtain for any pair of adjoint solutions of the Dirac equations the expression Since the spinor w is again arbitrary, we may replace w by
Hence, we obtain finally 5 u = (m + £ co £3 -ie k q2) (1 + e' a-e) (1 £>3) w .
(2.8)
The signs £, e , e" are certain quantum numbers. As we shall see later on, £ has something to do with the charge, and e with the helicity. The sign e" is not the usual, but a kind of parity. Inversion 7, 
. Solutions of the Dirac Equations
To compute the norm we consider the plane wave solutions 4 of (1.14) :
The amplitudes u must satisfy the equation
(2.2)
Adding a spin flip, F, e -> -e , we obtain u" = e" (m + £ co q3 -i e k @2)
• (1 +e o-e) (1 + e" Qz) w = e" u . 
Because of
(1 e-cr) 2 = 2(1 +£' e-<r) , In all these cases the amplitude u will also vanish. Hence, solutions of that kind do not exist. The norm is always positive due to the fact that the sign facor £ appears twice, once from (1.18), once as frequency sign. § 3.
Integrals of Motion
According to symmetry properties the following integrals commute with the Schrödinger-Operator K:
1)

U v = / d% d% rp (xj A"' (xx -x2) rp (x2) .
Again we consider the operator integrals only as linear combinations of operator products. The kernels read:
V"(x) = i'3M<S(x) ,
A^(x) = (-i(afd v -a?d> t ) +hy uv )d(x)
. is skew hermitean. However, Lorentz invariance is not violated by that, and the problem of indefinite metric is overcome, as we have seen.
Since all components of Kß oommute with each other and with N, simultaneous eigensolutions exist. They are represented by (2.1). We obtain immediately
N\$)=\$),Kß\<P)=kß\<P).
(3.13)
The eigenvalue of N equals the particle number, and those of Kß define the wave vector. They are different from charge and space-time momenta.
Since the operators A^v do not commute with all A?" and K0: All components of (2ß) commute with all of (VJ. Only certain pairs of A^v commute, for instance vl 01 with yl 23 . Hence we expect two linear combinations of 2ß, which commute. However one of them vanishes, namely Therefore only one component remains, anyone. Usually 6 the helicity is considered, which is connected with and L0 = f d 4 x1d 4 x2xp(x1)A0(xl-x2)ip{x2) .
(3.17)
Applying this operator on the 1-particle state vector, defined by (2.8), we obtain A0\&)=hek\$) . " 3ß-m) .
The derivatives are defined again by
Left-hand-side multiplication of the first equation with rp(x), right-hand-side multiplication of the second one with rp(x) and addition of both yield
Introducing two arbitrary solutions j 0) and 0') of the Schrödinger equation, we obtain the continuity equation
Hence, the space integrals of the time component are constant, Hence, the five-dimensional volume integration yields
instead of (3.20) , if the flux through the space surfaces vanishes as above, and if we return to r-independent solutions. In space-time symmetrical canonical mechanics the parameter r is defined by K. Here, that should be true too. To find r we start with the Dirac equation
0*3# + m)9>(x) =0
and consider two solutions cp(x) and <p' (x), one valid in a certain space-time domain A, the other in B. Both domains may have a common boundary S'(x) = 0.
We assume 7 that both solutions are continuously connected at the boundary, and ask for possible jumps of the derivatives. Since tangential derivatives must be continuous, the jumps may be written as
Hence, we obtain the rigorously valid condition is always positive. The author proposed many years ago 8 a sign factor £ because the wave vector k u is, according to the invariance of exp (ikx), a common space-time vector, while p° > 0 shows that p" must be a kind of pseudovector. Now, the result is satisfying. The sign factor appears without any hypothesis, if we consider manifest covariant Schrödinger equations, and the subspace given by K j ( I>) =0.
Finally we controle the helicity counterpart:
Ho=
-^^f (<I>\v{X)Q3g-\7W(X)\<I>)VX.
co (3.28)
The result is similar to that in (3.18). Only k = \k\ is replaced by p = | p |:
H0\<P)=te'p\<P). (3.29)
The quantum number (3.19) of the helicity remains unchanged, if we define Xh = Ljk = Hjp . (3.30)
We cannot but state that the change is a very deep one if we start with the manifestly covariant Schrö-dinger equation. The sign problem, which Dirac has solved so ingeniously, has vanished. Furtheron we need neither holes, nor vacua depending on interactions. The socalled 'formal' vacuum may be the 'physical' one. At least, there are no longer traditional reasons to introduce other vacua.
I am indebted to V. Ernst for discussions and for advice in the preparation of the English version.
